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Sensorist Nominated by Nordic Startup Award for 
“Best IoT Startup” in Denmark 

Sensorist are proud to to be selected by Nordic Startup Award for a nomination for “Best IoT 
Startup” in Denmark. The selection are based on the following criteria: 

“Startup that has shown the greatest development based on a technology that focuses on the 
interaction between IT, data and society”  

“Just being nominated is great achievement” says founder and CEO Kasper Mejlgaard and 
continues “We already receive a lot of amazing feedback from our customers, but still It’s really 
great to get the recognition from the Danish Startup eco-system” 

The Nordic Startup Awards is a unique series of events in the Nordic countries – Denmark, 
Sweden, Iceland, Norway and Finland – to recognize, celebrate and connect the Nordic startup 
ecosystem. In addition to being regional it is also cross-sectorial, bringing together all the actors 
within the startup ecosystem from startups and investors, to journalists and many more. 

The Danish National Finale is hosted by Welovestartups in “Industriens Hus” on the 3rd of May 
2016.  

Sensorist in short: 

Sensorist designs and produce a range of small, battery operated, extendable wireless sensors 
that measure temperature and humidity that can be extended with a number of connectable 
probes such as CO2 ppm, door contacts, water/flood detectors and other external temperatures-
probes (PT100/PT1000). 

Measurements are collected 24/7 online and can be accessed forever. Unlike traditional 
thermometers, we offer data visualizations, trends, full history and custom alarms - on our 
website, App or integrated in any solution through our REST API. The hardware are also widely 
deployed as OEM solutions without custom branding for use in larger integrated solutions by our 
customers.  

We have sold more than 10.000 Sensorist units in more than 40 countries all over the world 
and we are currently hosting more than 340 million measurements in our Cloud infrastructure. 

For further information please visit sensorist.com or contact us:  
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